
List of persons involved in the weapons supplies to Ukraine 
 

CIA Agents 

 

Chanda Creasy is a special assistant to CIA director 
majoring in global operations.  
Controls weapons supplies to third countries to 
destabilize political situation. Previously 
coordinated operations in Africa and Afghanistan. 
Currently supervises weapons supplies to Ukraine.  

 

Raymond Shultz is a CIA operative in Bulgaria. Works 
in coordination with the U.S. embassy.  
Coordinates the cooperation with Bulgarian key 
defense companies’ CEOs. He manages the resale 
of soviet-made weapons to third countries, 
including Ukraine. 

 

Charles Goslin is a CIA officer and the head of Charles 
Goslin Consulting.  
Responsible for searching and supplying of 
weapons to Ukraine. 

 

Shanon Melville. She participated in weapons 
purchase for CIA in Iraq, Afghanistan and the Balkans. 
Currently she is the head of Schmidli Enterprises. 
Responsible for searching and supplying of soviet-
made weapons to Ukraine.  

 

Simon Mann is a CIA operative. 
So-called Gun Baron. He has close ties with Erik 
Prince and his PMC. Simon is engaged in weapons 
supplies all around the globe. 

 

Karry Simm is a CIA operative and the owner of the 
Simm &Associates Law firm. 
Provides a legal purity of CIA transactions. 

 

Jefferson Norton is a managing partner of the Foundry 
General Counsel Law firm. 
Provides a legal purity of CIA transactions. 
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Timothy Starinieri is the CEO of NKM Consulting Inc. 
Starinieri is responsible for searching and 
supplying of weapons to Ukraine. 

 

Jason Pace is the Executive Director of the Z Force 
company and former serviceman of the U.S. DoD 
(graduated from the U.S. Naval Academy).  
Pace is responsible for searching and supplying of 
weapons to Ukraine.  

 

Jan Kozubski is an ex-employee of the U.S. 
intelligence services. He is the President of Trade 
Winds Adriatic (USA) and co-founder of Viridi 
Progressum (Montenegro).  
Kozubski is responsible for searching and 
supplying of weapons to Ukraine. He is the liaison 
between the CIA and the Directorate of Intelligence 
and Security in the Ministry of Defense 
(Montenegro). 

 

Aleksandar Mrdak is an ex-assistant military attaché 
in Montenegro and co-founder of Viridi Progressum 
(Montenegro), Omni Global, and Omni Hydro Energy.  
Mrdak is responsible for communication with 
Montenegrin defense industries on the issues of 
weapons supplies to Ukraine. He is a subordinate of 
Jan Kozubski. 

CIA affiliates in Europe 

Montenegro 

 

Zoran Damjanovic is the founder and CEO of 
Montenegro Defense Industry company. 

Poland 

 

Dariusz Witold Sobala is the vice-president of MX 
Tech (Poland).  
He is the liaison between the CIA and Polish special 
services. 
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Shimon Skalsky is an ex-employee of the Polish 
Embassy in Afghanistan.  
Currently Skalsky is the Executive Director of 
Quantron S.A. (Poland). 

 

 

Pavel Krizjovsky is the chairman of the management 
board of the Level 11 (Poland). 

 

Valdmar Richard Zak is the chairman of the 
management board of MCU EKOCENT (Poland). 

 


